Add weekly to maintain near zero phosphate levels

Prevents waterline rings, chemical odors & eye irritation

Regularly maintains near zero phosphate and organic waste levels!

Regular pool maintenance is easy with Natural Chemistry’s patented PHOSfree and natural enzyme technology.

The outstanding benefits of Pool Perfect enzymes are combined with our industry leading phosphate technology. It is the only product that is added directly to the skimmer and does not cloud pool water. You will not find an easier, more reliable, trouble-free maintenance program.

Natural Chemistry’s complete PHOSfree program results in clear, perfect water, no waterline rings, no chemical odors, and no phosphates.

It’s so easy, just add the required dosage weekly to your skimmer. It takes seconds, and no scrubbing is necessary. Pool Perfect+PHOSfree is derived from natural fermentation and minerals.

Directions:
1. SHAKE WELL BEFORE USING - Contents may settle. After shaking product well, some solids may still be visible. PRODUCT PERFORMANCE IS NOT AFFECTED.
2. Each week, with filter running, simply add to your skimmer 1 capful per 8000 gallons (30,000L) of pool water. For example, two capsfuls per week will treat a 16,000 gallon (60,000L) pool. This bottle treats more than 135,000 gallons (511,000 L).

Note: Minor eye irritant. Rinse eyes with plenty of cool water if contact occurs.

IMPORTANT: Use PHOSfree initially to lower phosphate level to near 100ppb before continuing with this maintenance product.

Store Below 120°F
Do not allow to freeze.